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MANY FACTORIES HIT IN NUREMBERG

Both the M.A.N.Diesel engine and the Siemens electrical works were hit during
the big raid on Nuremberg on the night of March 8. These factories are in the

southern districts of the city and it was in this important area that most of the

bombing was concentrated.

Fires, both here and in the railway yards, were still burning 'when photographs
were taken two days later.

Publication of these photographs provides a striking refutation of recent

Nazi broadcasts describing the damage to Nuremberg as for apart from traffic or

industrial'installations which might be considered military objectives.

M.A.N. ’s Nuremberg factory is a branch of the great Diesel firm whose main

works were so successfully attacked at Augsburg, and it is engaged in turning out

a large variety of Diesel engines for armoured fighting vehicles and lorries,

Siemens are very big producers of electrical equipment. The Germans are known to

be short of transformers, and the Nuremberg factory is believed to have been making
these in large quantities.

A first analysis of the photographs shows that two shops in the M.A.N. works

have been largely destroyed and another four damaged. The main shop at Siemens

has been burnt out and was still smoking when the reconnaissance aircraft arrived

over the city. Seven more shops were hit and some workers * huts destroyed.

Among the other factories damaged were-.- the Aluminium Werke Nurnberg,

manufacturers of aircraft and aircraft components; the chemical works of the

Ges, Sur Elektro Metallurgie Dr. P. Gruenfeld; four engineering works belonging to

the firms of Felten Guillaume, Bayerisches Hammerwerk, Sueddeutsche Metall, and

Steinmessqe and Stolberg,

A great deal of railway property has been damaged, Nuremberg is a traffic

centre of first-class importance and is a junction of six main lines, which radiate

to all parts of Germany, Czechoslovakia and Austria, The system includes the highly

vulnerable electric lines from Munich to Central Germany, The photographs show

that the main repair shop in the railway marshalling yard has been badly hit, the

roof of another repair shop has been damaged, and many smaller buildings either

destroyed or hit. Four sheds near the main railway station have been destroyed
and the railway administrative building devastated.

Elsewhere, a gasworks has been hit and the Lichtenhof Broadcasting House has

been damaged.


